
How To Run “Strides” After a 
Training Run

or: How to Transform From Sumo Speed to Kenyan Pace

Step 1: Go for your assigned run.  Enjoy the mileage at your usual daily pace.
Step 2: Finish the run someplace where you have about 100 yards of flat surface to run on.  Here, we’re 
imagining it as a football field for simplicity’s sake.  100 yards of road or bike path work just as well.
Step 3: To run a “stride,” you’ll start in one end zone of this imaginary football field.  Start running slowly 
across the field.  You’re in sumo state, so the goal is just to get moving, but these start slooooow.
Step 4: Accelerate with each step.  Focus on maintaining good form.  This means that your head should 
remain level, your shoulders should stay relaxed, your arms should be pumping straight forward and back, 
and you should be driving your knees up with each step.  Avoid wasted motion, like crossing your arms back 
and forth across your chest or letting your head loll on a swivel.  Habits practiced during strides will pay off 
in your running form later.
Step 5: As you near the 50 yard line of this imaginary football field, you should approach about 90% of an all-
out sprint.  You’ll only hold this pace for a step or two, but this is what you’ve been accelerating towards.  Now 
this next part is important: it serves you best if you can imagine that you’re a Kenyan in full stride.  You may 
find yourself speaking in Swahili & it’s common to get a hankering for an ugali dinner.  These are natural side 
effects.  
Step 6: Slow down!  You’re only going fast for a couple of steps, and then it’s time to gradually decelerate until 
you reach the opposite end zone at a slow trot.  From there, stop & catch your breath.
Step 7: You’ve done a stride.  Congrats.  Repeat until you’ve run the prescribed number of strides, and then 
you’re done for the day.  
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